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This book carries a 100% GUARANTEED RETURN POLICY. Here is how our 100%

GUARANTEED RETURN POLICY works.Â We GUARANTEE if you RETURN this book, we will

scrap our customer service POLICY. All kidding aside, we don't want irate customers posting really

nasty reviews of our products so if you are not 100% satisfied with this book, send a copy of your

receipt and maybe a handwritten note explaining why you think this is the worst boating book ever

to Slip None, Whittaker Creek, Oriental, North Carolina. There is no one at that address- we're all at

The Bean drinking coffee. But sometimes, if you have a boat, it helps to vent.Â If you DO NOT own

a boat and need to vent, what are you waiting for, a sign? Okay, here's one sign: Salt water covers

over 71% of the earth's surface. That means if you had a boat, you could be, at this very minute,

wet.Â You might also be broke, permanently deformed from living in spaces the size of a

Tupperware bread box, and have a dent in your skull from banging your forehead into the

companionway hatch.You may also be divorced.Â Now let's talk about this book you may or may

not return. Hard Aground... Again is a collection of boating columns offering a "stuck up" look at the

underside of cruising and the frustrations "land-cuffed" sailors experience when our plans for coastal

exploration and tropical destinations run aground on the shoals of family, finances and failing health.

These columns first appeared in Carolina Cruising and Coastal Cruising Magazine, plus a number

of other boating publications - all of which went out of business.  Hope you enjoy the book. But if

not, email the author and ask for your money back.
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A funny book of small glimpses into a writer''s trials and tribulations with sailboats. It is one of those

books you can pick up, read a bit, put it down and not come back to it for a week or two and pick

right up where you left off.

Eddie Jones can laugh now, but the things that happened when he went sailing would have made

me quit sailing forever. And I wonder about his wife and sons. Do they still dare go out with him?

Eddie makes each disaster--mostly they happened due to a momentary lack of good judgment on

his part--sound like fun. A great writer, a great book, even if you don't take to the sea.

This was a fun read, well worth the purchase price. Since I don't live on the coast like he does, I

can't relate to his experiences, but since I tend to get myself into jams in the same way, I can

identify with his personality.

In the two-and-a-half years that author Eddie Jones spent writing the magazine columns collected in

"Hard Aground," he could have been doing something useful with his time. He could have been

mowing the lawn, taking his children to museums, or reroofing his house. Instead, he was sinking

untold sums into into creaky vessels and setting off for places like Ocracoke, Bald Head Island, and

Cape Lookout. He made the right choice for himself and any readers bitten by the boating bug.

These columns first appeared in "Carolina Cruising Magazine." Ride along as Jones meanders

along the eastern seaboard and around to the Caribbean. There's much amusement along the way

as Jones searches for blue sea, blue sky, and golden sunsets. If you enjoy tall tales in short

chapters, climb aboard for a laid-back cruise that will soon have you scanning the Web for a good

deal on a day sailer.

Somehow I don't think the author needs a boat to do "stupid stuff"...it seems to just come natural

with him. Hard Aground takes the reader sailing through the waters of humor without getting his/her

feet wet! It is downright stupid humor and I love it! Funny minds think funny things. This book is an

enjoyable read.
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